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Car Maintenance

Some of  the harshest household chemicals are those used to maintain 

automobiles. The easiest way to reduce the impact of  your automobile 

on the health of  our waterways is to reduce the impact of  y car , boat, 

motorcycle, and other machinery regularly for leaks and spills from oils, 

antifreeze, and other hazardous fluids. If  your car leaks into a surface 

such as  a road, parking lot, or driveway, the chemicals are carried 

directly into our rivers and lakes. These chemicals can harm ecological 

habitats and kill aquatic life. They can also harm humans and other land 

animals by polluting drinking water and recreational areas. 

If  you notice a leak, clean up spilled fluids with an absorbent material 

like cat litter or sand, and don’t rinse spills into a nearby storm drain. 

Remember to properly dispose of  the absorbent material and the fluids.  

Maintaining a car at home creates more runoff  than maintenance at a 

commercial  facility such as an automotive repair shop or a car wash. 

These professional have treatment systems that remove harmful 

chemicals before they leave the property. This spares our local rivers and 

lakes from the brake fluid, oil and automotive fluids. Many carwashes 

also recycle their wastewater, and use less than half  the amount of  water 

a home carwash does.

If  you prefer to maintain your car at home, keep these tips in mind:

• Never pour waste oil or cleaning products onto the ground, the 

driveway, or the gutter. A single quart of  motor oil that seeps into 

groundwater can pollute 250,000 gallons of  drinking water.

• Make sure to recycle any leftover oil or chemicals that you have 

instead of  dumping them in the sewer. Find resources for recycling 

options on your municipality’s website.

• Do your best to reduce the amount of  water you use when 

maintaining your vehicle. The less water that we use, the less runoff  

ends up in our rivers and streams!

Looking for a easy  

way to lower the 

impact your car 

has on the 

environment? 

Take a few 

minutes each week 

to check over your 

vehicle and ensure 

that it is not 

leaking any fluids 

or oils onto your 

driveway and into 

lakes and rivers!


